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Abstract—We present an innovative microfluidic system that accomplishes specific capture, enrichment, and isotopic elution of biomolecular analytes with coupling to label-free mass spectrometric detection. Analytes in a liquid phase are specifically captured and enriched via their affinity binding to aptamers, which are immobilized on microbeads packed inside a microchamber. Exploiting thermally induced reversible disruption of aptamer–analyte binding via on-chip temperature control with an integrated heater and temperature sensor, the captured analytes are released into the liquid phase and then isocratically eluted and transferred via a microfluidic flow gate for detection by matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization mass spectrometry (MALDI-MS). The utility of the device is demonstrated using adenosine monophosphate (AMP) as a model analyte. Experimental results indicate that the device is capable of purifying and enriching the analyte from a sample mixed with nonspecific analytes and contaminated with salts. In addition, thermally induced analyte release is performed at modest temperatures (45 °C), and mass spectra obtained from MALDI-MS demonstrate successful detection of AMP at concentrations as low as 10 nM following enrichment by consecutive infusion of a diluted sample.

Index Terms—Affinity binding, aptamer, enrichment, isotropic elution, mass spectrometry (MS), matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI), purification.

I. INTRODUCTION

MICROELECTROMECHANICAL systems (MEMS) have been widely applied in biomedical research by offering distinct advantages in footprint miniaturization, functionality integration, performance improvements, and potential cost reduction. As a particularly important advance in MEMS technology, microfluidics has been enabling a broad spectrum of miniaturized platforms for applications involving integrated and total analysis of biochemical samples. In such systems, various physical components and diverse bioanalytical functionalities can be integrated onto a single microchip, allowing the sensitive and reliable detection and investigation of biological phenomena in a controlled miniaturized environment with minimized sample and reagent consumption.

A major application of microfluidics technology has involved proteomics and genomics, enabling significant technological improvements to methods such as microarray gene sequencing, 2-D gel electrophoresis, radioimmunological detection assays, and mass spectrometry (MS) [1]. Among these methods, MS [2], including matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization MS (MALDI-MS) [3], is widely used due to its label-free nature, excellent detection limits, and simplicity in data interpretation. In MALDI-MS, analytes are cocrystallized in an energy-absorbing matrix material on a support substrate (hereafter called a MALDI sample plate), which is then placed in a mass spectrometer. Laser irradiation causes ionization of the analytes, whose mass spectra can hence be obtained. The quality and efficacy of quantifiable MALDI-MS crucially depends on sample purity. Thus, samples typically need to be cleaned up to remove impurities such as salts, particulates, nonspecific molecules, and physiological tissue, while enriching analytes prior to MALDI-MS analysis. Solid-phase extraction (SPE) is one of the most commonly used sample cleanup techniques. During SPE, an analyte of interest within a fluid phase interacts through surface chemistry with a solid phase, allowing impurities remaining in the liquid phase to be removed by rinsing [4]. Typically, an organic solvent is used to elute and recover the analyte for further analysis. Compared with other sample preparation methods (e.g., electrokinetic sample stacking [5], liquid–liquid extraction [6], and dialysis [7]), SPE offers advantages, such as simultaneous sample cleanup and trace enrichment, as well as relatively short sample processing times.

Existing microfluidic SPE platforms for MALDI-MS primarily utilize physisorption capture of the target analyte by gels or membranes [8]. For example, based on commercial reversed-phase gels, microfabricated silicon chips have been used to enrich alcohol dehydrogenase [9], [10]. The captured protein molecules were eluted by addition of a polar solvent (acetonitrile) to change the polarity of the support surfaces. Alternatively, SPE microchips have also used ion-exchange
supports, such as methacrylate-based gels [11], which utilize charged molecules on the retention media to interact with analytes [12], [13], and elution methods involving severe pH gradients. Using this approach, a microsystem consisting of a chip-integrated SPE array and a capillary force filling microdispenser performed reversed-phase purification and trace enrichment of digested proteins from fibroblast and epithelial cells [14]. Despite much progress, these microfluidic SPE devices suffer from two major limitations. First, as the devices rely on nonspecific interactions between the solid phase and analytes, the analyte enrichment is indiscriminate and often affected by contamination from impurities. Second, analyte elution in these devices requires the use of harsh acids or strong pH gradients, which may compromise the analyte and present other compatibility issues. These limitations are hindering microfluidic SPE devices from addressing the demands of MALDI-MS analysis, which increasingly requires the detection of analytes in complex samples containing impurities, such as cellular debris, nonspecific molecules, and salts [15], [16].

Aiming to address these limitations, this paper presents an integrated microfluidic SPE device for highly selective biomolecular purification and enrichment for enhanced MALDI-MS detection. We have recently shown that aptamer-functionalized microfluidic surfaces are capable of capturing an analyte and then releasing it by thermally interrupting the affinity binding with a modest temperature increase [17]. Building on that work, this paper demonstrates single-chip integration of aptamer-based specific biomolecular enrichment and manipulation for MALDI-MS detection, with a number of significant advances. First, in addition to using aptamers immobilized in a microchamber to capture and thermally release fluorescently labeled analytes [17], the device presented in this paper further demonstrates highly effective enrichment of analytes that are not labeled with any molecular groups. Second, in addition to integrated temperature control, the device allows integrated transfer of the enriched and released analytes to a MALDI sample plate by integrating the aptamer-based enrichment microchamber with sample manipulation microchannels and a surface tension-based flow gate. This, to our knowledge, is the first time that aptamer-based affinity extraction and MS are integrated using microfluidics technology. Finally, using the microfluidic device, extensive experimental data are obtained to demonstrate the promise of aptamer-based specific enrichment and label-free detection of biomolecules. This technological approach can ultimately be extended to create highly efficient array-based microfluidic platforms for high-throughput MALDI-MS analysis of biomolecular analytes in complex samples.

This paper is organized as follows: We first introduce the design and principle of the aptamer-based microfluidic enrichment system in Section II, whereas the experimental method is presented in Section III. In Section IV, we present results from systematic experimentation involving label-free detection of analytes at varying concentrations (Section IV-A), consecutive infusion of dilute analytes to enrich and enhance detection (Section IV-B), and finally demonstrate analyte purification from contaminants such as nonspecific analytes or salts (Sections IV-C and D). This paper concludes in Section V.

II. PRINCIPLE AND DESIGN

Aptamers are oligonucleotides (usually 25–100 bases long) that recognize a broad class of analytes, such as small molecules [18], peptides [19], amino acids [20], proteins [21], viruses [22], and bacteria [23], via specific affinity interaction. Derived from ribonucleic (RNA) or deoxyribonucleic (DNA) acids, aptamers are isolated through an in vitro procedure called systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment, whereby very large populations of random-sequence oligonucleotides (DNA or RNA libraries) are continuously screened against a target molecule until highly selective candidates are isolated and subsequently amplified [24]. Aptamers have been used in applications such as target validation [25], drug discovery [26], diagnostics [27], therapy [28], and in particular, analyte purification [29]. Employed in our microfluidic device, aptamers allow specific capture and thermally induced recovery of biomolecular analytes.

The microfluidic device consists of a microchamber packed with aptamer-functionalized microbeads for analyte capture and enrichment, a microheater and temperature sensor for thermally induced analyte release, and a passive flow gate for guiding the released analytes to a spotting outlet interfaced to a MALDI sample plate (Fig. 1). The microchamber is rounded in shape to reduce dead volume and bubble formation. Samples and reagents are introduced via the sample inlet and are directed to the waste outlet during purification and enrichment, or gated to the spotting outlet where the analyte is deposited onto a MALDI sample plate for MS detection [Fig. 1(a) and (b)]. Prior to that, the microchamber has been packed with aptamer-functionalized microbeads through the bead inlet, which was sealed upon completion of bead packing. Narrow slits at the inlet and outlet of the microchamber are used to block the passage of microbeads, which are hence retained in the microchamber [Fig. 1(c)]. A serpentine resistive heater and temperature sensor are placed below the aptamer microchamber to promote efficient heating of the entire microchamber and accurate sensing at its center [Fig. 1(e)] while allowing closed-loop temperature control for thermally induced release of the purified and enriched analyte.

The microfluidic flow gate, which directs the released analyte to the spotting outlet, exploits surface tension [Fig. 1(d)]. That is, a pressure difference exists at the air–liquid interface in a sudden narrowing of a microchannel with hydrophobic surfaces [30]. This pressure difference is provided by the Young–Laplace relationship and serves as a pressure barrier (i.e., critical pressure), which, only when exceeded, will allow the eluent (i.e., eluted sample) to enter the secondary channel and the spotting outlet. Note that the flow gate and the spotting outlet are placed close to the aptamer microchamber to reduce analyte dilution after release due to adsorption to the channel walls or diffusion into dead fluid volumes.

The microfluidic chip is realized with three sandwiched polymer layers [Fig. 1(b)]. The bottom layer incorporates the inlets, flow gate, and waste outlet. To reduce bubble entrapment or dead volumes during sample spotting, the middle layer provides an air vent connected to the spotting outlet. A meniscus forms in the air vent channel, through which trapped gas bubbles in the
Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the microfluidic purification and enrichment device. (b) Cross-sectional view along line A–A, as shown in (a). The coupling of the device to a MALDI sample plate is also shown. (c) A close-up top view of the aptamer microchamber area. (d) A close-up top view of the flow gate and analyte spotting area, with the flow gating principle illustrated. Fluid flow across the sudden contraction in channel cross-sectional area will occur only when the driving pressure exceeds the pressure barrier $\Delta p$ at the air–liquid interface in the hydrophobic channel.

spotting outlet can be eliminated. Additionally, the middle layer encapsulates and seals the microfluidic network formed in the bottom layer. Finally, the top layer defines the spotting outlet and houses the air vent channel. To interface the device to the sample plate, the device incorporates a glass capillary that is fitted to the opening of the microchip spotting outlet. For example, samples are ejected from the capillary tip by hydrodynamic force and allowed to crystallize before MS analysis.

During operation, an aqueous sample containing a biomolecular analyte intermixed with nontarget molecules is introduced to the aptamer-functionalized beads within the microchamber and thus is extracted by the aptamer. This occurs at a suitable (e.g., room) temperature so that the aptamer specifically captures the analyte from the liquid phase, whereas the impurities are flushed from the system through the waste outlet. The foregoing sequence is repeated in a discrete (consecutive infusion of dilute sample) fashion to adequately purify and enrich the analyte, if necessary. Subsequently, the aptamer–analyte binding is reversibly disrupted by altering the temperature of the solid support such that the enriched analyte is released into a plug of pure aqueous buffer, or MALDI matrix solution, which is then eluted through the passive flow gate (that is activated by closing the waste outlet) onto a MALDI sample plate for MS detection. Thus, this thermally induced analyte release method allows isocratic elution, i.e., elution within a single aqueous mobile phase, and eliminates the use of potentially harsh or harmful reagents. Additionally, returning the temperature to the initial state allows the aptamer to revert to its initial functional structure, i.e., the aptamer-functionalized surfaces are regenerated.

To demonstrate the device operation, we utilize a model binding system consisting of adenosine monophosphate (AMP), which is recognized by an RNA aptamer derived for adenosine triphosphate (ATP-aptamer). AMP is an important nucleotide involved in metabolic processes and is also required physiologically to prevent AMP deaminase, a condition causing premature muscle fatigue during exercise [31]. AMP is captured by ATP-aptamer through an induced 11-base loop flanked by double-stranded RNA, which forms an affinity binding epitope for the small molecule.

III. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Materials and Instrumentation

The adenosine triphosphate aptamer (ATP-aptamer with sequence: 5′-GGGUUGGAAGAAACUGUGGCACUUCGG-UGCCAGCAACCC-3′), with a 5′-end functionalized with biotin, was acquired through Integrated DNA Technologies. As MALDI-MS is inherently sensitive to salt impurities, DNA-grade water (sterile RNase/Protease-free water, Fisher) was used to prepare ATP-aptamer, AMP, cytidine, uridine, and guanosine triphosphate (CTP, UTP, and GTP, respectively)
samples in addition to being used for all wash steps. All sample nucleotides were purchased from Sigma. An aqueous buffer solution (pH 7.4) was prepared with a mixture of water, Tris–HCl (20 mM), NaCl (140 mM), KCl (5 mM), and MgCl$_2$ (5 mM). The MALDI matrix solution (THAP), with compounds acquired through Sigma, was prepared from 2,4,6-trihydroxy-acetophenone (2,4,6-THAP), 2,3,4-THAP, and di-ammonium citrate at 0.1, 0.05, and 0.075 M concentrations, respectively, in a 3:5 (v:v) mixture of acetonitrile/water. Fluorescein powder was acquired from Sigma-Aldrich and solvated in DNA ethanol for solution preparation. UltraLink streptavidin-coated bis-acrylamide/azlactone beads were acquired from Pierce and used to immobilize the ATP-aptamer via a biotin–streptavidin link. Microfabrication materials, including SU-8 2025 and 2100, Remover PG, Sylgard 184 polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), Torr Seal epoxy, polyethylene (PE) film (76 μm thick), and microscope grade glass slides (25 mm × 75 mm), were purchased from MicroChem, Dow Corning, Varian, 3M, and Fisher, respectively. A mercury-vapor-induced epi-fluorescence microscope (Nikon Eclipse TE300) coupled with a charge-coupled device camera (Micrometrics Accu•Scope 190CU) was used for fluorescence experiments. A dc power supply and a proportional–integral–derivative-controlled LabVIEW program were used in parallel to control temperature during thermally initiated analyte release from aptamer molecules. Finally, a New Era model NE-1000 syringe pump was used for sample introduction, whereas a Voyager-DE time-of-flight mass spectrometer (Applied Biosystems) was used for mass analysis.

B. Device Fabrication

The device was fabricated from PDMS and bonded on a glass substrate using standard soft lithography techniques (Fig. 2). SU-8 masters for each microfluidic layer (100, 80, and 100 μm consecutively from the substrate surface) were first generated on silicon wafers. A PDMS prepolymer solution was mixed (10:1/v:v) and then poured onto individual masters. A PE film (preferentially coated with an adhesive on one side) was subsequently layered over the prepolymer mixture, allowing surface tension forces to make intimate contact between the prepolymer and PE film. The master/prepolymer/transparency stack was then clamped within a through-hole PDMS sandwich assembly and cured for 45–60 min at 60 °C. This produced thin PDMS microfluidic layers (of equal thickness to their respective SU-8 masters) that can be peeled off from the masters, via the PE films, for bonding to the glass substrate. Meanwhile, glass substrates were diced (25 mm × 30 mm) and drilled to create the inlets and outlets. Subsequently, Cr/Au (5/100 nm) thin films were deposited and patterned on the substrates via thermal evaporation and then passivated with SiO$_2$ using plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD), realizing the microheater and temperature sensor. Following an O$_2$ plasma treatment of each bonding interface (125 mtorr, 85 W, and 12 s), all three PDMS layers and the glass substrate were aligned and permanently bonded. A glass capillary tube (5 mm × 0.5 mm I.D.) was then inserted into the spotting outlet and fastened with Torr Seal. Finally, microbeads were packed into the microchamber and the fluidic ports were sealed. A packaged device is shown in Fig. 3.
C. Experimental Protocols

The microfluidic device (Fig. 3) used in our experiment had a microchamber with overall dimensions of 3 cm × 3 cm × 180 μm and an effective volume of 1.62 μL. We utilized microbeads with diameters ranging from 50 to 80 μm, which were retained in the microchamber by narrow slits (40 μm in width). This diameter range was used to facilitate the proof-of-concept and can considerably be decreased by reducing the bead-retaining slit width as well as the microchamber volume. The fabricated microheater had a resistance of 500 Ω, whereas the microtemperature sensor had a resistance of 27.5 Ω with a temperature coefficient of resistance of 2.65 × 10⁻³/°C. They were used in conjunction with off-chip programming to achieve closed-loop chip temperature control.

The device was first primed with a water wash (10 μl/min, 10 min). All of the following experimental washing and loading schemes were identical. These parameters were specified based on the microchamber size (1.62 μl), which was created such that with the microbeads packed at an expected 63.5% efficiency a fluid volume of slightly over 1 μl (1.02 μl) can be attained. This is within the common volume range for sample spotting used in MALDI-MS analysis (0.5–2 μl). Initially, a 10-μM ATP-aptamer sample (10 μl) was loaded into the microchamber and allowed to incubate with the streptavidin-functionalized bead bed (40 min). After subsequent washing, the device was ready for sample introduction. In parallel, a device not functionalized with ATP-aptamer (control device) was used to process control samples of AMP, CTP, UTP, and GTP (1 μl; similar for all sample/matrix volumes in the following experiments), which were prepared at 1 μM each. The operational principle described in Section II was used. Manually pipetted AMP, CTP, UTP, and GTP samples at 1-μM concentrations were deposited and analyzed to obtain reference spectrums. The separate data sets were compared to reveal the sample loss incurred within the device during device operation.

Fluorescein solution was used to characterize the operation of the flow gate. The solution was first flowed at a flow rate of 10 μl/min through the microchamber and the waste outlet below the critical pressure of the flow gate. To activate the passive flow gate, the waste outlet was closed while maintaining a constant flow rate. This increased the pressure in the flow stream adjacent to the flow gate to eventually overcome its critical pressure and activate the gate. A 10× microscope objective was focused on the flow gating area and adjoining channels during experimentation.

The extraction and purification experiments using the microdevice were performed as follows (refer to Fig. 1): First, 10-nM, 100-nM, and 1-μM AMP samples were separately loaded via the sample inlet into the aptamer microchamber. A rinse followed to rid nonspecific compounds. AMP was then released from the aptamer by raising the microchamber temperature to 45 °C using a closed-loop thermal control with the microheater and temperature sensor. Meanwhile, a matrix sample plug was introduced to mix with the released analyte, which was then transferred from the aptamer microchamber, through the flow gate, to the spotting outlet and deposited onto the MALDI plate for subsequent mass spectrometric analysis. Similarly, for experiments involving specific purification of AMP from model impurities, a solution of AMP (100 nM), CTP (1 μM), UTP (1 μM), and GTP (1 μM) was loaded into the microchamber. After a short incubation (3 min), as described in our previous work [17], the impurity molecules were washed from the microchamber, and the matrix was introduced. Heat was applied, while the passive flow gate was activated, to release the molecules currently on the aptamer and deposit them onto the MALDI plate for analysis. For enrichment and enhanced detection of AMP, a multiple infusion scheme was used. The aptamer microchamber was consecutively loaded with 10-nM infusions of AMP sample. Each infusion was incubated (3 min) and followed by a rinse. Upon apparent saturation of the aptamer with AMP, the microchamber was heated to release the analytes into a matrix plug, which was deposited for analysis.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To ensure the validity of our higher-level data, properties of the surface-tension-based flow gate (Fig. 4), in addition to the absorption/adsorption characteristics of the microfluidic structure, were obtained. At a steady-flow rate, the pressure difference imparted by the passive flow gate impinged fluid access to the spotting outlet. When the waste outlet was open and at flow rates below 50 μl/min (e.g., 10 μl/min), fluid flow bypassed the flow gate since the hydrodynamic pressure driving flow (∼686 Pa [32]) was smaller than the critical pressure of the flow gate [Fig. 4(a)]. To direct flow to the MALDI plate, the pressure drop between the sample inlets to the waste outlet must be greater than the flow gate’s critical pressure (i.e., above 3.154 kPa). This was accomplished by plugging the waste outlet using an external valve and maintaining a constant flow rate.
which allowed fluorescein solution to enter the channel leading to the spotting outlet [Fig. 4(b)]. Additionally, analyte loss during fluidic transfer from the microchamber to the spotting outlet seemed negligible, since the data obtained from samples spotted using the control device consistently matched the reference samples, which were manually pipetted onto the sample plate. For conciseness, these data were not shown, but its significance is noted for further MALDI experimentation.

A. Extraction, Thermally Induced Release, and MALDI-MS of AMP

To demonstrate the ability to extract and detect AMP by MALDI-MS using our device, we first infused discrete samples of varying concentrations of AMP (10 nM, 100 nM, and 1.0 μM) into the aptamer microchamber. After interaction with the aptamer-functionalized beads, the AMP molecules were released and transferred to the spotting outlet and finally deposited onto a MALDI-MS plate. Mass analysis followed (Fig. 5). For attempted extraction and detection of samples with concentration at 10 nM [Fig. 5(a)], no appreciable signal could be obtained above the noise level. In fact, only mass peaks corresponding to the THAP matrix were present, such as 339.44, 392.45, 468.23, and 502.05 Da/z. These mass spectral peaks were easily distinguishable by the mass spectrometer (Voyager DE), which can reliably resolve mass differences down to ca. 1 Da over a mass range of 0–1000 Da. The mass spectrum of a spot obtained from a 100-nM AMP solution [Fig. 5(b)] showed a distinctive mass peak of 348.11 Da/z, which corresponds to AMP (established value: 348.22 Da/z) and indicates that the potential detection limit of our device lies between a range of 10–100 nM. Since the AMP concentration was still relatively low for this case, the magnitude of its peak was comparable to several peaks from the MALDI matrix (393.99 and 468.65 Da/z). Nonetheless, this detection sensitivity is ca. one order lower than physiologically relevant AMP levels in plasma [33]. In addition, a mass spectrum obtained from a 1.0-μM AMP solution [Fig. 5(c)] improved the analyte-to-matrix peak contrast. In this case, the AMP peak clearly dominated the matrix peak amplitudes and indicated a nonlinear dependence of detection signal to infused sample concentration. Furthermore, this result suggested that enriching undetectable dilute samples can improve the analyte detection limit.

B. Enhancement of AMP Detection by Enrichment of a Dilute Solution

For high-sensitivity MALDI-MS, analyte sample conditioning and enrichment may be both useful and necessary to improve the detection signal. We investigated the ability of our device to enhance a sample of AMP (10 nM), which was previously established to be undetectable in Section IV-A, by loading the dilute AMP sample into the aptamer microchamber multiple times to saturate the analyte on the aptamer before release and mass spectrometric analysis. A dilute sample concentration was chosen to be much lower than 100 nM to highlight the detection enhancement due to this method of enrichment. We infused 25 consecutive dilute AMP samples into the aptamer microchamber, released the captured AMP with heat into a pure matrix solution, and transferred the concentrated plug to the

---

1Although mass spectrometry is a precise detection technique, various fluctuations in instrument settings (e.g., electromagnetic field strength, detector vibrations, and laser intensity) will cause expected m/z values of a substance to vary slightly. Hence, the molecular ion peak in m/z for AMP in this work will not always be exactly at 348.22 and would rather deviate slightly. Such slight deviations do not affect molecular identification and are generally accepted for mass spectrometry.
SPE systems [1], but with the advantage of higher specificity factor, which is comparable with that seen in reverse-phase

ment factor of nearly 100 with that in Fig. 5(c). This suggested an AMP analyte enrich-
trix peaks, and the AMP-to-matrix peak ratio was comparable

25 infusions. Note that the AMP peak dominated those of ma-
lyzed with MALDI-MS, similar to the foregoing protocol with

maximum of 250 infusions were performed [Fig. 6(b)]. Fol-

to achieve a maximum enrichment factor for our device. A

initial concentration of AMP by ∼10×. This initial
result did not reveal an intuitively anticipated steadily increas-
ing relationship between infusion number and concentration factor [i.e., we did not see an AMP-to-matrix peak ratio roughly corresponding to 2× that in Fig. 5(b)]. This is likely due to the fact that binding in aptamer receptor systems is quite nonlinear in nature and significantly depends on the equilibrium kinetics of surface interactions for each particular system. However, this result indeed establishes the capabilities of our microchip for enhancing the detection of low concentration analytes so as to facilitate label-free detection by MALDI-MS.

To emphasize the capacity of this approach, more consecu-
tive infusions of dilute (10 nM) AMP solution were performed to achieve a maximum enrichment factor for our device. A maximum of 250 infusions were performed [Fig. 6(b)]. Following the final infusion, a sample spot was obtained and analy-

ized with MALDI-MS, similar to the foregoing protocol with 25 infusions. Note that the AMP peak dominated those of matrix peaks, and the AMP-to-matrix peak ratio was comparable with that in Fig. 5(c). This suggested an AMP analyte enrichment factor of nearly 100×. This is a significant concentration factor, which is comparable with that seen in reverse-phase SPE systems [1], but with the advantage of higher specificity and affinity imparted by aptamers. Moreover, by using our enrichment protocol, the detection limit of the device to AMP was improved by an order of magnitude (compared with the results demonstrated in Section IV-A) and allowed AMP detection at concentrations of two orders below physiologically relevant levels. An interesting point to highlight is that we stopped AMP sample infusions after 250 since satisfactory signal enhancement was achieved at this time, not because of actual saturation of the analyte on the aptamer microbeads. The signal gain achieved in Fig. 6(b) is merely the apparent signal enhancement, since the potential for even larger enrichment factors and higher signal gain is possible with our microchip [34]. It is also significant to mention that although the repeatability of our experiments is not explicitly gleaned from the presented data (due to the limits of presenting spectroscopic data), the microchip was easily regenerated (using thermal stimulation of the aptamer-functionalized beads) to allow reuse and repeated functionality [17].

C. Purification and Enrichment of AMP in the Presence of Model Impurities

Purification of analytes is a valuable tool for selectively

trolling analytes in biochemical applications. We selectively

olated and enhanced the signal of AMP (100 nM) from a homogeneous solution among CTP, UTP, and GTP (model nonspecific analytes at 1.0 μM each) by loading the sample into the microchamber and subsequently washing to isolate AMP on the aptamer-functionalized beads. To emphasize the power of aptamer purification, the ratio of AMP to nonspe-
cific impurity analytes was reduced (1 : 10) to more closely mimic a common practical situation in which a target analyte may be in unfavorable disproportion to nontarget analytes. A deposited sample spot was similarly obtained with all the previous protocols. The control device was used to establish a reference spectrum for an unclean sample. Both samples were compared to delineate the effectiveness of aptamer-based sample cleanup prior to MALDI-MS (Fig. 7). For the control sample [Fig. 7(a)], the ratio of AMP to matrix was comparable with that seen in Fig. 5(b), where only AMP was present in the solution. However, the nontarget peaks corresponding to the model impurities were observed: CTP (480.01), UTP (484.51), and GTP (523.74) Da/z, which appear to have an adverse effect on the signal quality. Although the impurity nucleotide peaks do not prevent the identification of AMP, the experiment was intended to represent practical systems where biological impurities can severely degrade the analyte signal quality. The control sample signal was unlike that obtained utilizing the aptamer-functionalized microchip, where cleaning of the AMP sample through extraction and purification was possible [Fig. 7(b)]. There was a significant reduction of all impurity peaks (particularly that of CTP) while improving upon the AMP signal. Although CTP, UTP, and GTP were still present, their peaks appeared significantly lower than the AMP peak for this case, suggesting the amount of nonspecific binding was negligible to the AMP-specific aptamer. This is important since nonspecific binding can severely degrade MALDI-MS detection for practical applications.

Fig. 6. Discrete concentration after (a) 25 and (b) 250 infusions of a 10-nM AMP sample revealing detection enhancement by aptamer-based enrichment.
D. Purification and Enrichment of AMP in the Presence of Salt Contaminants

Along with potential interference from nonspecific analytes, MALDI analysis may also be hindered by contamination of salts present in both conditioned and physiological solutions [35]. Since it is inevitable that a particular analyte will be solvated within a solution stemming from one of these sources, the need to address this type of contamination in analytical samples is significant before performing MALDI-MS. We established the ability of our microdevice to selectively isolate AMP and enhance its detection from a buffer solution contaminated with common pH altering salts (e.g., Tris–HCl, NaCl, KCl, and MgCl$_2$). Primarily, these compounds degrade the baseline generated for a given MALDI spectrum (e.g., the baseline is translated considerably above 0% intensity, altering the relative ratios of significant mass peaks as well as produce unwanted noise [36]. A 100-nM AMP sample in buffer solution was initially desalinated by infusing the sample into the aptamer microchamber to allow specific interaction of the AMP to ATP-aptamer. Flushing the buffer solution through the waste outlet followed by a short wash step allowed the analyte to be purified. This was followed with an infusion of a pure matrix plug and simultaneously initiating thermal release, sample transfer to the spotting outlet, and deposition of the analyte (similar to all previous protocols). The control microchip was used similar to that described in Section IV-C to establish a reference spectrum for the salt-laden sample. The spectra were compared to reveal the effective desalting capability of the device (Fig. 8). The control sample spectrum [Fig. 8(a)] revealed characteristic properties of a salt-contaminated sample. Particularly, the baseline of the spectrum was raised significantly above 0% intensity, altering the relative ratios of significant mass peaks. The AMP mass peak was barely registered above the baseline and noise peaks (265.90 Da/z) due to buffer salts, which dominated instead. After using the aptamer-functionalized chip for the same AMP sample, we observed a reduction of the baseline to near 0 Da/z in addition to an enhanced AMP mass peak signal [Fig. 8(b)]. All impurity and salt peaks (e.g., 265 Da/z) were significantly reduced, which highlights the benefits of this microchip for desalination sample conditioning before MALDI-MS. This reduction was in good agreement with existing MEMS MALDI-MS devices that indicate the necessity of desalination [37].

V. CONCLUSION

MEMS and microfluidic technology have entered many areas of biomedical research, including proteomics and genomics.
In particular, it has been applied for improving MALDI-MS detection of analytes, which is a common analytical technique used in proteomics and genomics. This is generally due to impurities (e.g., nonspecific analytes and pH altering salt compounds) affecting the resulting analyze signal by degrading the signal strength. This paper has presented a novel microfluidic system that accomplishes specific capture, enrichment, and isotropic elution of biomolecular analytes for integrated label-free MALDI-MS detection. Our approach offers distinct advantages over existing systems, particularly platforms utilizing SPE. For example, the microchip is capable of specific analyte purification and enrichment, low-temperature analyze release and device surface regeneration (which allows device reuse as needed), and a simplified design and fabrication process. In addition, the device is efficiently coupled to a MALDI sample plate, which allows offline label-free detection. We showed practical application of this device by demonstrating purification and enhanced enrichment (by ~100×) detection of AMP at trace levels and from contaminated solutions. Future research will investigate the suitability of our system for practical diagnostic and therapeutic applications.
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